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UFO names
contest winner
A team of students who

Venezuela may cut oil to U.S.
Ongoing Exxon Mobil battle threatens American oil supply

created a sci-fi film in
48 hours won the film
project with their movie
"Space Force Five"
| Page 5

Random roommate
selection not easy
Some students find
living with someone they
don't know a challenge,
especially with the current
selection system that only

By Sandra Sierra
The Associated Press

"Do you know how? We
aren't going to send oil to the
United States. Take note, Mr.
Bush, Mr. Danger."
Chavez hasrepeatedly threatened to cut off oil shipments to
the United States — despite the
fact that the U.S. is Venezuela's
No. 1 client — if Washington
tries to oust him.
Chavez's warnings yesterday appeared to extend
that threat to attempts by oil
companies to challenge his

SA in U.S., British and Dutch
courts as it challenges the
nationalization of a multibillion dollar oil project by
Chavez's government.
A British court has issued an
injunction "freezing" as much
as $12 billion in assets.
"If you end up freezing
IVenezuelan assetsl and it
harms us, we're going to harm
you," Chavez said during his
weekly radio and television
program, "Hello, President."

CARACAS, Venezuela —
President Hugo Chavez yesterday threatened to cut off oil
sales to the United States in an
"economic war" if Exxon Mobil
Corp. wins court judgments
to seize billions of dollars in
Venezuelan assets.
Exxon Mobil has gone after
the assets of state oil company Petroleos de Venezuela

government's nationalization
drive through lawsuits.
"I speak to the U.S. empire,
because that's the master:
Continue and you will see that
we won't sent one drop of oil
to the empire of the United
States," Chavez said yesterday.
"The outlaws of Exxon Mobil
will never again rob us," Chavez
said,accusingthelrving, Texasbased oil company of acting in
concert with Washington.
Exxon Mobil spokeswoman

Margaret Ross said the company had no comment about
the issue.
A U.S. Embassy spokeswoman in Caracas did not return
a call.
Venezuela accounted for
about 12 percent of U.S. crude
oil imports in November, the
latest figures available from the
U.S. Energy Department.
See OIL | Page 2

asks people four questions
| PageJ

Students bring in
Chinese New Year

Darfur refugees
run to Chad
Sudanese air strikes spur
thousands of people to

By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

leave Darfur while a
UN. agency brought
emergency assistance to

Smiling faces from the community and the University
filled the Union Ballroom
on Saturday to celebrate the
Chinese New Year at the 2008
Chinese Spring Festival.
The events officially started
with a bilingual welcome — in
Chinese and English — to the
children, students, faculty and
community members.
Guodong Zhu, the Asian
Community United Treasurer,
returned to the festival this year
toseehowitwasorganized.enjoy
the food and see new faces.
"It's nice you don't only see
Asian faces to celebrate the Asian
New Year," Zhu said.
Entertainment
activities
allowed everyone to explore
their cultural tastes. For
instance, audience members

the victims | Page 5

Students need
more college prep
High schools should offer
students work programs
in order to get them ready
for problems they may
face in college and in the
"real world, writes
columnist Le Marqunita
Lowe | Page 4

Closing our borders
is not the solution
The United States should
welcome immigrants from
Mexico because of their
ability to help our economy and job market, writes
columnist Benjamin
Swanson|Page4

BG wins infamous
1-75 rivalry over
the weekend
The Falcons beat
I Toledo 69-58. bring-

Spring break
overshadows
Ohio primaries

ing the overall record
between the schools
to 82-75. in favor of
Toledo | Page 6
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Complete this sentence:
It was so cold and windy
yesterday...

"... my nipples could cut

I

diamonds."
|Pag«4

TODAY
Mostly Cloudy
High: 15, Low. 12

rT1 9k
TOMORROW
Snow Showers
High: 24, Low: 15

By KriiMn Vaus
Reporter

By Tharaaa Scott

to celebrate the
Asian New Year."
Guodong Zhu | Treasurer

experienced graceful dances
and story re-enactments.
There were also musical portions, which included Chinese
song solos, a guitar and cello
combination, and several piano
performances. Tiannan Zhou,
president of theChinese Students
and Scholars Association, said
most of the performances were
by students.
Avrill Obee, a freshman from
See NEW YEAR, Page 2
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LINE UP: High school students dance to raise money (or St Vincent Children's Hospital.

Reporter
Super Tuesday has come and gone and the
GOP nomination is almost guaranteed to
be handed to lohn McCain.
Democratic front-runners Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama are still in a
dead-heat race for the nomination.
With a campaign this close, this year's
Ohio primary may actually make a difference in who wins the democratic
nomination.
There is only one problem for University
students: We're on spring break on the day
of the elections.

"This years
Ohio rprimaries

MATTHEW LEONG
Freshman, Undecided

Appearance
takes back seat
to candidates'
platforms

"It's nice you don't
only see Asian faces

This

Ye"'s

Ohio primary
c ould

,

«aiiy be

the breaking
could really have the
PoinlObama
J°r ei,her
or
Clinton caman impact."
paign;
both
Jeff Peake I Professor
campaigns are
turning to Ohio,
where 141 delegates are on the line.
Senators Obama and Clinton plan to
duke it out in a televised debate from
Cleveland on Feb. 26.
"This year's Ohio primaries could really
have an impact," said Jeff Peake, associate
professor of political science.
"It's an exciting race between the
Democrats. The turnout for the Democrats
is nearly double what the Republican turnout is."
Republican candidate Mitt Romney,
the once favored front-runner, pulled out
of the race Thursday after John McCain
picked up the majority of the delegates.
However, Mike Huckabee is still in the
race and could pick up a few more delegates
among conservative Republican voters.
With University students out on spring
break during the primary, it is important
See BREAK | Page 2

With the Ohio primary right around the
corner, many voters have begun finalizing
their presidential choices. Although everyone has different ideals they look for in a
candidate, most decisions made are based
on political affiliation, platform issues and
personal message.
But for black women on campus, a unique
and most unexpected dilemma presents
itself: Should they vote for their race or their
gender? No other voting bloc in the country
faces this choice.
"This election is one that is race- and gender-orientated.

and that's why
it is so important to inform
students about
the issues each
candidate

stands for," said

fllis election is
one

that is race-

anJ qender*

Oriented..,

Alicia Gilbert,
"**
vice president
Alicia Gilbert | BSU VP
of the Black
Student Union. "We kind of have to wrap a
scarf around voters' eyes so they don't vote
for the candidate that looks just like them."
With Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton
tied in a deadlock for the Democratic nomination, analysts say black women have
never been more engaged in a political
campaign or held such power in determining the Democratic nominee.
And while support for Clinton among
women has been growing, the results of
Super Tuesday show that Obama is gaining
among blacks.
Similarly, according to a survey conducted on campus among 100 black women, 67
plan on voting for Obama while only 33 are
voting for Clinton.
However, a large majority of thosepolled chose their candidate based on
the message and the issues rather than
See PLATFORM | Page 2

Mini Marathon makes
big difference for kids
ByKristanVaus
Reporter

Students walking through the
Union yesterday afternoon
turn their heads toward the
music and laughter erupting
from the ballroom.
Even though the doors are
closed, the excitement and exuberance that emanates from the
room can be felt through the
vibrations in the floor.
The chant "For the Kids!" is
bellowed in unison while the
stamping of feet causes the
cashiers in the Falcon's Nest to
stare at the ceiling suspiciously.
Unbeknownst to them, Mini
Marathon has just announced
its grand total: $9,072.70.
Mini Marathon, which is in
its fifth year of operation, is a
six-hour fundraiser put on by
college students and attended
by high school students.
This year, nine high schools
and 107 dancers participated,
compared to only five high
schools last year.
"Mini Marathon to me is the
most inspiring dance marathon
event we have," said Marissa
McCarthy, the community
outreach chair on the steering
committee for DM. "You see
students who lead busy lives
and have such high priorities
come together from different

high schools and walks of life
and give up their day for us."
And though the event is
based on the much bigger
Dance Marathon, there are still
many differences in its operation and running.
The
theme
of
Mini
Marathon, although based
around DM's Olympic idea, is
represented by a different slogan. While Dance Marathon's
catch phrase is "One Team,
One Dream," Mini Marathon's
is "The Power of Dreams, the
Potential for Greatness."
Also, while dancers participatingin DM aregiven a student
moraler to help them through
the event, high school dancers involved in Mini Marathon
were not. Instead, the 18 different morale captains watching over the students served as
their motivation.
"The morale captains serve as
the spirit of the marathon," said
morale captain Lizzie Keller.
"The hardest part for the dancers is staying excited and it's our
job to make sure they're always
thinking about the kids in order
to keep them going."
In order to keep the students
involved in the marathon, a
number of different activities
took place.

N VISIT BGNEWS.COM; NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND F0RUM.S FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See MARATHON | Page 2
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BLOTTER

NEW YEAR

THURSDAY

From
Maumee Valley High School,
attended the festival last year
and returned again for the
piano performances and to
experience the culture.
Interactive games also took
place throughout the evening.
The audience was able to learn
parts of the language and
explore China's cultural history while winning authentic

11:51 P.M.
Paula E. Monaco. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited acts
(or trying to gam entry to a bar with
another person's ID

FRIDAY
1:04 A.M.
Emily D. Warnott. 22. of Bowling
Green, was issued a civil citation for
urinating on North Prospect Street.

Chinese prizes.
In past years, the festival

3:39 A.M.
Anthony P. Cifani. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct for pounding on the door
of a residence he thought was his
friend's. Police said Cifani was also
arrested on -in active warr.int

MARATHON
From Page 1
Along with corn hole tournaments, Guitar Hero and
face painting, the traditional
line dance was performed
by both students and morale
captains alike.
The line dance, which is also
performed at DM, took one
song from the last 13 years of
(he marathon and added a new
one at the end.
The line dance was my favorite part of the day," said Megan
Ingranam, a freshman student from Bowling Green High
School. "It was just really cool to
see some of the miracle families
dancing along next to US."

SATURDAY
12:40 A.M.
Benjamin M. Williams. 19. of New
Albany. Ohio, was arrested for open
container and underage under the
influence of alcohol.

223 A.M.
M Moyse. 20, of Avon Lake.
dted for open container
and underage possession of alcohol.

provided dumplings and
other authentic Chinese dishes. This year, pizza, fried rice,
chicken drumsticks and pop
were available.
Zhu said he was disappointed with the food options
this year because pizza and
pop are not a part of the New
Year celebration.
The festival took about a
month to organize, according
to Zhu. CSSA had to reserve
the ballroom, order the food
through dining services,
sell tickets and prepare for
the night of celebration and

entertainment.
Zhou said the Chinese Spring
Festival has been celebrated
at the University for about 20
years. However, Feb. 7 marked
the Chinese year 4706.
2008 is also the year of the rat,
which is associated with hard
work and renewal.
The Chinese New Year lasts
15 days, from the darkest day of
the month to the brightest. This
year it will end Feb. 22.
Along with CSSA, Coca-Cola
and theCenterfor Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives sponsored the event.

The 12 "miracle families," which are the same
families represented by DM,
were invited to attend Mini
Marathon in order to see the
progress made by the high
school students raising money
for improvements and additions to the St. Vincent Mercy
Children's Hospital.
"The families are always
encouraged to come out in
order to be an inspiration to
the dancers, but also to see
what an inspiration they arc
themselves," Family Relations
Chair Lauren Wolk said.
One of the miracle families, the Flyna family, who has
disc jockeyed Mini Marathon
for the last two years, plan on
coming back to the event even

though their healthy 7-year-old
daughter Alexis has finished
her leukemia treatments.
"The students are just amazing to us," Erica Flyna said.
"What they do here really
reflects in the hospital. |Alexis|
loves going to the doctor
because of them."
Taylor lackson, a freshman
student from Bowling Green
High School, said the only
reason she decided to join
Mini Marathon was because
of her desire to make a difference in the lives of children
like Alexis.
"It was an amazing experience helping out these kids,"
she said. "Seeing the smiles
on their faces just made it
all worthwhile."

Rafael Ramirez has argued
that court orders won by F.xxon
Mobil have "no effect" on the
state oil company PDVSA.
He said they are merely
"transitory measures" while
Venezuela presents its case
in courts in New York and
London.
Exxon Mobil is also taking
its claims to international arbitration, disputing the terms it
was granted under Chavez's

nationalization last year of
four heavy oil projects in the
Orinoco River basin.
The basin is one of the world's
richest oil deposits.
Other major oil companies including U.S.-based
Chevron Corp., France's Total,
Britain's BP PLC, and Norway's
SlatoilHydro ASA have negotiated deals with Venezuela to
continue on as minority partners in the Orinoco oil project.

PLATFORM
From Page 1
appearance.
"I can see why some people
would vote based on appearance, but we shouldn't be
thinking he's black or she's a
woman," Tianna Grayer, president of the historically black
sorority Zeta Phi Beta, said.
"It needs to be focused on the
issues because when it comes
down to it, we might have the
First woman or the first black
man in the president's seat, but
what are they going to do for
the country? That's what matters, that's what's important."
Pa'Trice Owens, the BSU
adviser, said she believes
people who vote based on
appearance may fall into two
certain categories.
"People who are not educated about candidates' political issues vote for the one who
looks like them," she said.
"Also, people who oppose
the candidates' political agenda in the First place tend to put
some kind of black cloud out
there and say that we're only
voting based on the gender
and the color of one's skin,
which is nonsense."
In reality, Owenssaid hersupport of Obama comes directly
from his message, which calls
for dramatic change.
Although he is making promisesmuchlikeothercandidates,
Obama makes it a priority to tell
the public what it isthey should
be doing to make the U.S. better, she said.
For Grayer. Obama's stance
on the economy is what makes
tiipi the right candidate for her.
"I always thought I'd find a
job right out of college, but I
know someone who still hasn't
found one after graduating this
year," she said. "We pay all this
money, and we're not finding
jobs and something needs to
he changed."
In terms of the economy.
Obama plans on allowing

SUNDAY
219 A.M.
Kyle M. Doll. 22. of Bowling Green.
was cited for nuisance party.
Police said Steven P. Rozzo. 18, of
Cincinnati, was observed on the
front porch and appeared as if he
was about to get sick. Police said
Rozzo could not remember his age
and was cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol.

The 1.23 million barrels a
day from Venezuela makes
that country the II.S.'s fourthbiggest oil importer.
Venezuela comes in behind
Canada, Saudi Arabia and

k

of oil supplied to the U.S.
Venezuelan Oil Minister

OIL

From Page 1

Mexico in terms of the amount
ONLINE: Read GotobgrH'wscomfor
the complete blotter list

BREAK

really easy to get an absentee
ballot," Ingles said.
"They can request a ballot by
mail or they can go down the
board of elections and vote in
person which is another really
great option."
To apply for an absentee ballot
there are a few options offered
by the board of election.
Registered voters may submit, in writing, their name, signature and the address where
they are registered to vote to

Peake said.
Many students said spring
break may interfere with their
plans to vote.
"I don't know if I'll have the
time for it because my friends
and I are leaving lor vacation
on Saturday morning," junior
Brian Fields said.
College Democrats President
Mark Ingles said he hopes the
break does not deter students
from voting in the primary.
"1 hope people realize it is

From Page 1

that students get an absentee
ballot ahead of the election
so they won't have to worry
about making a pit stop at
their local polling station on
i he way down to the beach,
Peakesaid.
"If you are in Florida,
Chances are you aren't going
to be thinking about voting,"

the board of elections.
A voter can also apply for
absentee voting by filling out
a standard application that can
be found on the Wood County
Board of Flections Web site
under absentee voting.
A third option is to go down
to the board of elections office
of the county that your voting
residence is located.
With this option, the voter
has to arrive at the office no
later than the day before the

election, and request, receive
and vote the ballot at the
board office.
This election year is one that
more students are getting with
than in the past, Peake said,
and he encouraged students to
vote on Election Day, even if
they are not in town.

President Bush's tax cuts to
expire for the wealthy and provide more tax breaks and credits for the middle class.
However, although a high
majority of black women on
campus plan on supporting
Obama in the upcoming election, Clinton still won a large
portion of the population.
"I like a lot of her views and
the points she makes during
the debates," freshman lasmine
Hudson said. "Not only that,
but I don't think the world is
ready for a black leader just yet.
People say racism is over, but
it's still everywhere you look."
Similarly.freshmanChristina
Hunter said she supports
Clinton because of her strong
qualities and straightforward
approach on the plans she has
for America.
Hunter also approved of
the changes made by former
President Bill Clinton when he
was in office, and hopes Hillary
Clinton will follow in her husband's footsteps.
And though the candidates
have captured much of the
nation's attention on their own,
there are those who feel they
would make more of a difference together.
"I was shocked to see them
on a separate ballot," Owens
said.
"I wish they would run
together because they both
have that kind of sternness that
wouldn't allow people to push
them around. We haven't seen
that since Teddy Roosevelt was
in office."
But regardless of who takes
Ohio in the upcoming primary, the consensus is that the
issues must come before the
outward appearance.
"Our society gets lost in the
stereotypes rather than the
issues," Gilbert said. "If you just
take the time to get to know the
minorities around you, when
these kinds of issues come up in
politics, you'll be able to make
a more informed decision on
who you want to represent you
for the next four years."

"If students are going to get
involved in a primary, this is the
one." Peake said.
Ingles agrees that students
are getting excited about this
year's election.
"1 just hope people do vote,
even though Flection Day is in
the middle of break."
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UNIVERSITY MASCOTS BEHEADED

Method of roommate selection debatable
By Kristan Zcnz
Reporter

ENOCH WU I 1HEBCNEWS

REVEALED: Shane lewis and Tara McGinnis were unmasked and revealed as Freddie
and Frieda Falcon al the women's basketball game Saturday at the Anderson arena.
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allows a wider variety of ques
tions in the future. After becoming more familiar with the program, Residence life will hold
focus groups with students next
fall to determine what additional
questions will be added to the
questionnaire.
Tin-re's no guarantee, though.
Griffel said. "More questions are
not as likely to predict a match."
Although the questions may
not change much. Griffel hopes
to make the roommate selection process more user-lriencily.
future plan-, fix the pre-existing
Web site hope to show the layout
ofthe dorms and who has already
selected which rooms with a click
ofthe mouse.
Griffel said most roommatesdo
not gei ali mg because I hey do in it
give each other a chance. They
use social networking sites to
make prejudgments and expect
an instant connection, he said.
"People can lie on Facebook,"
Darby said. "You don't gel to
know them until you actually
meet them."
The best way In assure a positive rapport with a roommate Is to
communicate, liegley said.
Students are encouraged to
talk to hall directors about their
roommate situation before deciding to move out
"We just want to make sure students have a good experience,"
liegley said.

"It's nice to have a roommate who you can
talk with when your friends aren't around."

If moving away to college isn't
a big enough change for some
students, living with a complete
stranger certainly is.
Roommates are selected
through four general questions that ask whether or not a
student is a morning person,
their study habits, how clean
they keep their room and if they
smoke. Some students, though,
feel these questions do not generate a close match.
Sophomore Tanela Darby said
the questions are too general,
which prompted her to switch
roommates both her freshman
and sophomore years.
Darby said her roommate
freshman year was nice, but she
wanted to live with her friend in
MacDonald. This semester she
moved down the hall in Hodgers
because her roommate was not
as sociable as she would have
liked and they did not have the
same cleaning habits.
"It's nice to have a roommate
who you can talk with when your
friends aren't around,'' Darin
said. "She was too quiet."
In order to cut down on room
changes, Darby said she would
like to see more specific questions, lor example, "How often
do you clean?"
"I'm not a neat freak," she said,

Tanela Darby | Sophomore
"but I clean a lot more often than

my roommate did."
Freshman leanine Such also
thinks the questions should be
more specific. F.ven though she
knew her roommate coming into
her freshman year, she said she
saw a lot of people on her floor
change rooms because they had
nothing in common.
"There should be more interest questions rather than lifestyle

questions,* she said.
Such said she thinks questions
like, "What sports do you like to
play?" ami "I >o you like to go the
rec?" would create a better match
between roommates.
Freshman Zac Ober, on the
other hand, thinks a student's
choice in residence halls enhances t he select ion process.
There are nine academicbased learning communities
and live non-academic theme
communities within the residence halls. Some of these communities include the Army
ROTO, Wellness Community,
Arts Village, Honors and the
Batchelder Music Community, as
well as many others.
Ober, who lives in Uatchekler,
said he got along with his ran-

dom roommate just fine. The
music community brought their
interests together.
According to Michael Griffel,
director of Residence life,
no more than 5 percent of the
MOO students residing on campus change rooms. Plus, room
changes can also be caused by
changing learning communities
or moving into a Greek community, not just because of roommate conflicts.
"There is a startling high
success rate," he said. "Most
workout."
Right now, the system
Residence Life uses to match
roommates only allows five
questions, and the questions must follow the Housing
Discrimination Act. They must
be legal, ethical and disregard
sexual orientation, race, religion, age and nationality.
"We bad some say in lite selection, but they are pretty typical
questions used at a lot of other
Universities," said Mary Ann
Begley, assistant director of
Residence 1 ife. "They are general
enough to make a match."
A new program is being
installed this wick, (hough, that

Sci-fi parody wins University Film Organization s 48-hour film project
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

"Space Force Five"
beat
"Dynamo," "Spinach and Icecream," "Homemade Killer"
and "Andrew."
In the University Film
Organization's 48-1 lour Film
Project, "teams of students conceptualize, shoot and edit a film
in two days." said senior Emily
Bcrens. president of UFO.
A team made up of sophomores Simon Koch. Hector
Flizondo and Mark lluher and

unofficial sophomore members Richard Mark Could and
Kris Grosser created a film
titled "Space Force Five" and
won first place.
" Space Tone live" is a sci-fi
parody. Koch said. It's a story
about space travelers whose
mission is to find a science hook.
They battle and defeat their evil
twins before eventually finding
the book and saving the world.
The winning film was well
liked, even by the competition.
"I loved it," said sophomore
Greg Mullin, a member of the
third-place team. "He |the

want to improve after you've
seen it." Flizondo said.
"With the -111 hours, you really
don't have tittle to gain a perspective on your ideas. You
either have to go with it or drop
it right away," Koch said.
The two-day limit also made
the project physically challenging lor the competitors.
" Trying lo get a film done in
48 hours is grueling," Mullin

directorl pulled it off perfectly."
"1 thought it was hysterical,"
Helens said.
The team members were also
happy with their work.
This is one of the movies I'm
really proud of," Flizondo said.
"I have a tendency to hate
everything I do. but I didn't hate
this one," Koch said.
Koch anil BliZOndo did say,
however, that their movie was
not perfect. The time limit prevented them from getting it
exactly as they wanted.
"When you have a time limit
there are always things you

said.
"It's kind of like nothing else
matters in your life during those
two days," Berens said.
One of the reasons "Space

"If we had drawn romance
we would have been luiseil.

Force Five" was so successful
was because of team chemistry.
This is the fifth film the team
has done together,
"I really, really like our team.
We know how to work together."
Flizondo said.
Chance also had something
to do with the victory. At the
beginning of the contest, each
team draws a genre, ami what
that genre is has a big impact on
what the team is able to do.
Koch and Flizondo said they
were very lucky lo have drawn
sci-fi. a genre with which tlux
were comfortable.

Flizondo said.
"Space force live" wasn't
the only successful film in the
project,
"There was a lot of good
stuff," Koch said. "I'm surprised at what people can do
with two days."
I.uli lime UFO does ibis it
gets better," said (!y in hia Baron,
an associate professor in the
department of theater and film
who helped judge I he competition, People should be really
proud of themselves."
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join peace corps ■
COME TO AN INFORMATION MEETING
AND LEARN MORE
Tuesday, February 12, 5:30 p.m.
Student Union

WORLD'S CREATES^

r m SANDWICMES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

All if my tasty sub sandwiches are I lull I inches ol
homemade French bread, fresh tefgies and the linest
meats & cheese I can hey! Aid if it natters te you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this stere, right
here where you can set it. (Ha mystery meat here!)

My club saidwicbes have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my (rest babid thick sliced 7-gram bread ir my famous
homemade freich bread!

PLAIN SUMS'*

#1 PEPE4

■til applcwooil smoked ham anil pruolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomito. and mirt

Iny Sub mills ike icfties aid sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

#2 BIG JOHN41

Room 201

Medium rare choice reast beef, topped with
yummy maye. lettuce, and lonato.

for more information visit our website www.peacecorps.gov
or call 800.424.8580

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*
Fresh housemade tuna, miied with celery, onions,
and our tasty saice. then topped with alfalfa sprouts.
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato, (My tuia recks!)

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
2 baths. S740.0O per month plus
utilities Deposit$74000. Has

806 Scon Hamilton- 4 bedrooms.
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air.

washer and dryer Limit 3 people

$1100.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people.

Umit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

Umit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
432 S. College #A-Three
bedrooms. $660.00 per month plus

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.

utilities.
Deposit $660.00 Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Has a washer and

Deposit $690 00. Has a garage
lor storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3

dryer. Lease 6721/08 - 8/6709.
432 S. College KB - One bedroom.

cars Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

$440.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $440.00. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08

831 Scon Hamilton Unit ffA- Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800 00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer Limit 4 people

-8/8/09.

Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8709

Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 -8/6709.

Familial with children
welcome to apply for iny
rental unit.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST |ao
Hours. Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5 30 Saturday 8 30 to 4 30
wwwjohnnewloverealestate com

\

Kamlcke.se
laasl leef
tuna salad
turkey breast
Salami capicola cheese
Double pro.olone

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sproits. aid mayo. (The original)
Sine ingredients and piice of the
sub or club without the bread.

#5 VITO4
The original Italian sob with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Not peppers by request)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

$

layers ol proiolone cheese separated by real
aiocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only
peace dude!)

aox IUNCHIS. niTTtits. nuns!
DELIVERS ORDERS will include a deliieiy
chaiteof 35e per item ■'-iot..
» * • • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM • ■ • •

J.J.B.L.T.*
Ijconleimce tomato, imiyi.
(The only Idler III is mini's It!)

THE J J.
GARGANTUAN'"

• SIDE ITEMS •
• Soda Pap

SI.2S/SU9

• Giant chocolate chip or oalmeal raisin cookie. . SI 50

This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to teed the hungriest if all
humans' Tons ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef.
turkey £ provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns '
then smothered with onions, mayo.
lettuce tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing

• Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle.... SO.99
• [ma load of meal

SI 40

• (lira cheese or eitra aiocado spread

SO 99

• Hot Peppacs

S040

FREEBIES

CUBS

s

CLUBS

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
pro.olone cheese, lettuce, tomato, A rial mayo'

#8 BILLY CLUB*
Choice reast heel, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayi.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB4
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and pnvtlone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and out homemade Italian vinaigrette
(Hi hav'ta order hot peppers, just ash!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB4
I full 1/4 psnd if fresh sliced medium rare
nast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato & mayo

cwi»

Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber Dijon mustard, oil & vinefar. and oregano

710Elm Street-Three bedrooms
$740.00 per month plus utilities

I
2
3
4
5
6

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#6 VEGETARIAN

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
pro.olone. and ions if lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(1 tery traditional, yet always nciptimal classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB4 ®
fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucimher. sprouts, lettuce, tomato, aid
mayi! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California i

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB4
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sproits. lettuce, tomato & mayo.
(Try it on my /gram whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB4
least beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
An Imencai classic, certainly not invented by J.J. hit
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA4
The same as our 03 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. A tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU*
fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey A bacon club i

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK *E
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOQSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
■ ins rnz mi ion inr Jiimi

JIH

siMicmsi tic iitiicnsitsiirii Hi inmi Hi iiiki to Piki iiy ■»• »■■[>■

©

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"I have a tendency to hate everything I do, but I didn't hate this one." - Simon Koch, sophomore,
one of a team of three students who won the University Film Organization's 48-Hour Film Project [see story, p. 3]

THE STREET

Complete this sentence: It was so cold and windy yesterday...
"_my nipples fell off."

"_my thighs burned
like fire."

"...I feared for my
ability io have

Monday. February 11.2008 4

children in the

r*i
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.my face fell off"

Have your own take on
today's People On The

future."

Street? Or a suggestion (or

Use high school to
prepare us for college

their same group of
friends."
The final factor I'll mention is
government. Students have been
learning about history since
elementary and middle school.
The question arises whether high
school classes elaborate about
how government decisions
directly affect college students.
High school classes discuss
issues such as World War I and II,
the presidents and the formation
of the Constinirion. High schools
do not have government classes
that prepare students for college.
During a student's senior year
in high school, they should be
taking government classes that
involve classes about taxes,
loans and grants. Because these
issues aren't taught in high
school, students come to college with little knowledge about
how government decisions can
affect their future, lor example,
a college student can take out
a private loan for $25,000, but
after graduation they will owe
back $ 100,01X1 or more. Over
the years, the government can
decide to raise the percentage
on interest rates.
This government decision
directly affects the student's
budgeting plan in the future. If a
student never heard about interest rates, then they signed a loan
not knowing the consequences
behind it.
I ligh school is a time for fun,
laughter and taking those wonderful classes we all once adored.
College is a time for fun, laughter
and taking more difficult classes.
College is a challenge, but it
would be less of a challenge if
students were prepared before
they came to college.
Students spend approximately six hours, five days a
week attending high school
classes; therefore, they should be
prepared for the "real world" or
college world. If students aren't
prepared, then they might find
themselves in a predicament
they didn't expect.
More high schools need to
start preparing students who
want to enter college. The preparation can start with having more
work-related programs, getting
students to socialize with students other than their friends
and teaching more classes that
relate to college.
In the end, students will come
to college feeling more confident
than ever.
— Respond to Le'Marqunita at
tlieiieuis@bgnews.com.

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Columns by Zach Franks.
Brian Kutzley and Mwendah
M'mailutha.
Schedule subject to change

THE BG NEWS
USA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

Make English the national language
"These aren't stupid or lazy people. They
took a risk and came to America for the
same thing our ancestors did: to be able to

"High school doesn't
encourage students'
socialization skills
because they talk to

ERIKA ANDREWS.
Junior. English Education

TYLER WILKEY.
Sophomore, Undecided

TRRESA HARVEY,
Freshman. Sports
Enterprise

STEVE CURRIE.
Junior. English and
Philosophy

During high school, college students heard the following words
from their teachers: "I ligh
school will prepare you for college and college is going to prepare you for the real world."
What is the real world? I low
have our past years in high
school prepared us for college
life? Or did it? The real world
can be defined as a reality that
involves many factors. Some
of these factors include labor,
socialization and government.
Some high schools do not have
programs, such as marketing
programs, that prepare students
for the work force. Students who
attend schools with marketing
programs can spend half of their
day taking classes, and the other
half of their day participating at
an internship. These students
already have resumes prepared
when it is time to apply lor a job
in college, and they are more likely to become employed during
their freshman year of college.
I lowever, some students do
not have the opportunity to
participate in work-related programs because their high school
doesn't offer them. When they
come to college, they have no
work related experience, and
they have less of a chance being
employed. I laving work experience is very important for college
students because they have cars,
insurance, expensive school bills,
books, and so on, to pay off.
In addition to labor being
a factor, socialization is a factor that should be a priority in
high schools. High school is
all about making new friends,
going to pep rallies, participating in after school activities
and going to special events.
High school is probably the
best place where people can
start socialization skills.
High school socialization
occurs when friends pass each
other in the hallway, at games
and at parties. Usually, the
same groups of people interact with each other. Therefore,
high school doesn't encourage
students' socialization skills
because they talk to their same
group of friends.
As a result of students talking
to the same group of friends,
this can be a problem when
a student enters college. High
school involves intermingling
with different students, but college is broader. College students
include international students
from countries like lapan. China
and other cultural groups
College students have to socialize in classrooms, organizations
and in the dormitory. Instead of
seeing the same people, such as
high school, diversity is everywhere on a college campus.
For incoming college students who've never been to a
diverse school, socializing with
other people can be a fearful
experience. Students might eat
at lunch tables by themselves
and not communicate with
other students.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

provide for their families."
While most of the world watches
the U.S. elections with bated
breath, if there's one group
who has little interest, it's the
Mexicans. To quote Mexico's
president, Felipe Calderon, "The
only theme is to compete to see
who can be the most swaggering, macho and anti-Mexican."
He has a point; I remember
one of the Republican candidates scaring people with the
fear that their city's hotlines
would start by saying "Para
Bspanol, marque uno" (as well
as our own College Republicans'
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant
Day" — a PR disaster if I ever
saw one).
While I believe Congress
should make English the national language, my agreement
with the"secure-our-bordersagainst-the-Mexicans" crowd
ends there. For one, I don't mind
politely spoken Spanish on
my phone. Frantically spoken

Spanish scares me, but that's
because I don't speak Spanish
and it's probably urgent. More
importantly, though. 1 think
instead of trying to push them
out. we should be trying to
welcome these immigrants and
using them to strengthen our
economy.
While the immigration debate
is both incredibly emotional and
surprisingly nuanced, the major
fear seems to be that the immigrants who come to America
will be a burden to the national
economy, that they will take and
not give back.
Well, that fear is well-founded
if we don't let them work once
they arrive. If people cannot
provide for themselves, the community often winds up bearing
the load, which is what causes
the drain to the economy.
But the funny thing is that
it doesn't have to be that way.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

These aren't stupid or lazy people. They took a risk and came
to America for the same thing
our ancestors did: to be able to
provide for their families.
Granted, they start out as poor
and homeless, but these are
able-bodied (for lack of a better
word) men and women coming
into our nation, people needing
and wanting jobs.
In 2007,880,000 such people
were arrested crossing the U.S.Mexico border. That is three
times the population of Toledo.
While that may be trouble at
first, these people could be
integrated into our economy as
working taxpaying citizens.
Think about it. Those 880,000
people need a fair few things
(homes, food, schools, etc.), and
the places that provide these
things employ people. It sounds
simplistic, but why couldn't the
immigrants work to produce
and supply the things they need?
In fact, that's why I believe
English should be declared the
national language, for the most
part, it would be ceremonial; our
money, street signs and almost
everything else in America is
already in English. But making
English the national language
would underscore the need for
ESL classes in cities with large
immigrant populations; if language keeps these people from

The complex nature of abortions
HANNAH 6EVEH i GUEST COLUMNIST

I am writing to support a procedure scientifically and medically known as D&X. or "Dilation
and Extraction." Some, such
as (ess Hylton, would call
this "partial-birth abortion."
However, I refuse to call it that,
as that term was created to
elicit shock and disgust from
the public, and gain the support
needed to ban the procedure.
Yes, that procedure. That
gross, yucky, disgusting procedure that is described in Ms.
Hylton's column. How could
anyone support that? Easy.
First of all, the"disgustingness" of a procedure is not
a reason to ban it. If so, we
should ban open-heart surgeries — those are pretty gruesome. People forget D&X is a
legitimate medical procedure,
designed by trained medical
professionals to improve and
potentially save the lives of
women seeking the procedure.
Ms. Hylton claims this procedure is often performed on
women who got pregnant,
decided to remain pregnant,
and then, sometime after the
five-month mark, changed their
minds. Unfortunately, this is
not the case.
She neglects to mention that
approximately 90 percent of
abortions are procured in the
first trimester, when the fetus is
not yet at the stage of development to perform the D&X pro-

"These are serious matters, and serious
reasons to consider terminating a
pregnancy."
cedure. So these are not common medical procedures.
Secondly, D&X is not generally performed without cause.
It is rarely performed in the
second trimester, and when it
is, it is performed for reasons
such as physical problems
related to the pregnancy, a dead
or malformed fetus, or a genetic
defect. When it is performed in
the third trimester, it is for reasons like the fetus being dead or
malformed, or the mother's life
being in danger.
These are not the selfish
"Well, I had six months to
think it over, and now I don't
want it" reasons that Hylton
implies. Rather, these are serious matters, and serious reasons to consider terminating
a pregnancy.
Yes, the text of the act lists
potential complications to
women's lives should they
undergo D&X, but we have to
remember that the text of the
legislation was not written by
medical professionals. It was
written by a partisan group of
legislators who only focused
on the medical evidence that
supported their views, instead
of seeking out a wide range
of opinions. And while there

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CAN DICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUKiOU, DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTENMOONEY.C0PY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
AOOIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY J0HNS0N,SPE0ALSECTK)NS EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

are risks with any surgery or
medical procedure. I would
willingly subject myself to any
of those "possible" side effects
to prevent my likely death
should I choose to carry a
pregnancy to term.
To argue that the "Partial
Birth Abortion Ban Act" is a
legitimate piece of legislation
designed to protect the lives of
humans is to essentially ignore
all the women who will die of
complications related to pregnancy if this procedure continues to be outlawed. It also
means forgetting the suffering
of an infant who is delivered
with severe mental or physical defects and will die a short
while after delivery. What about
their well being?
—Geyer is a senior majoring in
womens studies. Respond lo her
column at thenews@bgnews.com.
WEVEG0TABL0G!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
bgnewiforum.blogtpot.com

working, then we should be
breaking down that barrier.
Properly integrated, we would
have 880,000 additional people
paying taxes and spending
money. Right now, the government pays farmers to not grow
com because there isn't enough
demand for it. But 880,000 more
people would buy a lot of com
— they'd buy a lot of everything
— and the increased demand
would mean that instead of
spending tax dollars to quite literally buy nothing we would be
gaining from added production.
And, on a side note, we
wouldn't only be getting
unskilled laborers, either. There
are numerous undocumented
immigrants who have started
companies, brought innovations and even created jobs for
the American economy. If we
deported those people, we'd lose
a great deal.
We have a lot of people coming to this country wanting the
American Dream, the thing
that makes America great.
These immigrants come with
patriotism for our nation built in
— they want to live in America;
they love America. Why not put
them to use helping the nation?
And besides, it would probably be cheaper than arresting
everyone in Toledo three times.
—Send responses to Benjamin
to tlieneivs@bgnews.com

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
You can complain about
a slump, or deal with it
The French have a word for
the condition Ally Blankartz
described in her column last
Friday |"Spontaneity socks
sophomore slump"!. It's called
ennui: intense boredom.
Part of it can result from a
routine we find ourselves in.
And a change in our lives, no
matter how minor, may help
restore our "edge" and zest
for life. It may be true that a
change of majors can eliminate the "slumps," but for how
long? Those who contemplate
(and can afford) a change in a
course of study should realize
they could very well experience the same condition in
the future.
However, part of the problem also stems from the evergrowing need that many North
Americans experience: the
need for excitement. It seems
that the most damning indictment anyone can give to a
movie, song, class or professor
is to be labeled "boring."
You should know that, at
times, your professors, future
employers, future (or present)
spouses and many others really
don't care about your situation.
The whining falls on deaf ears.
Sometimes, we just have to
"tough it out" We're not asked
to like what we face; we're
merely asked to deal with it
Everyone experiences the
"slumps" from time to time. It's
part of the human condition.
How you respond can measure
your maturity.
— PhilSchurrer
Instructor, Accounting

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thencws9bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing lor length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
a her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News
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Rocket attacks delay peace
between Palestine, Israel

12,000 refugees flee Darfur

ByMarkLavi*
The Associated Press

AlFMD Df MONTCSOUHXI

AP PHOIO

UNITED NATIONS: Peacekeeping police officer Eze Emmanuel, center, from Nigena. poses with Sudanese police officers in North Darfur.

U.N. refugee agency provides aid to victims of violence
By Bradley S. KUpper
The Associated Press

GENEVA — Up to 12,000 refugees fled Sudan's Darfur region to
neighboring Chad over the weekend following air strikes by the
Sudanese military and thousands
more may be coming, the U.N.
refugee agency said yesterday.
The agency was bringing emergency assistance to the Chad border where the Darfur refugees
were giving detailed descriptions
of air attacks Friday on three West
Darfur towns.
The refugees are "destitute
and terrified," said Helene Caux,
spokeswoman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees headquartered in Geneva. "They told
of their villages being looted and
burned, and encircled by militia." Most of the new refugees in
Chad are men and they told the
U.N. that thousands of women
and children are on their way,
Cauxadded.
U.N. officials say the worsening
situation i n Darfu r has been exacerbated by a recent rebel attack
on the capital of neighboring
Chad. Chad has accused Sudan's
President Omaral-Bashirof hacking those rebels in a bid to prevent deployment of a European
peacekeeping force in the ChadSudan border region where some
400,000 refugees are living.
Sudan's Arab-dominated government has been accused of
unleashing more attacks by its
allied janjaweed militias, which
are accused of committing the

"They told of their
villages being looted
and burned, and
encircled by militia."
Helene Caux | U.N. spokeswoman
worst atrocities against Darfur's
ethnic African communities. At
least 200,000 people have been
killed and 2.5 million displaced
since the violence began five
years ago.
On Friday, Sudanese helicopter
gunships and fixed-wing aircraft
bombed the towns of Sirba, Sileia
and Abu Suruj while striking at
rel>el forces, which have been trying to consolidate their positions
in West Darfur.
Several U.N. resolutions ban
military flights over the region,
but the Sudanese military has
regulariy ignored them.
The Sudanese army said its
attacks forced rebels to retreat
into neighboring Chad, a provocative accusation at a time
of escalating tension between
the two countries. Both nations
accuse each other of hosting
hostile rebel groups, allegations
that became even more sensitive
after Chadian rebels attacked
Chad's capital last weekend.
Darfur rebels have denied any
of their fighters were in the towns
attacked by the government
Friday, and said some 200 people
were killed.
Caux said the refugees are

ECCA

reporting that their villages were
also attacked by men on horses
and camels, a description similar
to those provided of eariier incidents involving the janjaweed.
Secretary-General Ban Kimoon on Saturday strongly
condemned the attacks on West
Darfur and demanded that all
parties adhere to international
humanitarian law, which prohibits military attacks on civilians.
The spike in violence on both
sides of the border comes a year
after the U.N. and African Union
launched a new effort to get a
political settlement for Darfur
and a month after a joint AU-U.N.
force took over peacekeeping
duties in Darfur from a beleaguered AU force.
The U.N. envoy to Darfur, Ian
F.liasson, and UN. peacekeeping chief lean-Marie Guehenno,
told the U.N. Security Council
on Friday that intense fighting in
western Darfur and a dramatic
deterioration in security throughout the province have hurt prospects for a political settlement.
But the porous Chad-Sudan
border may not be much safer
than Darfur for the refugees.
Chad is still reeling from last
week's fighting between rebels
and government troops. The rebels, who accuse President Idriss
Deby of corruption and embezzling millions in oil revenue,
attacked the capital after advancing in trucks in a matter of days
from their eastern bases near the
Sudan border. They were repelled
after bloody battles.

JERUSALEM — Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert yesterday ruled
out a broad military operation
in the Gaza Strip, deflecting rising anger after an 8-year-old
boy lost a leg in a Palestinian
rocket attack.
But Israel's top diplomat
warned it will be impossible to
reach a peace agreement with
Palestinians as long as the
Hamas rulers of Gaza continue
to foment violence.
"Anger is not an operational
plan," Olmert said in response
to clamoring for a full-scale
invasion of northern Gaza to
take over the areas where militants have been launching the
rockets. There were calls from
the Cabinet for assassinating
Hamas political leaders.
Residentsof t he bat tered to wn
of Sderot near Gaza blocked the
main highway entrance into
Jerusalem as the Cabinet met.
They demanded government
action after doctors amputated

"We must take a
neighborhood in
Gaza and wipe it off
the map."
Meir Sheetnt | Cabinet Minister
Osher Twito's leg following a
rocket attack that also wounded
his 19-year-old brother.
"He loves playing soccer,
but he will never play again,"
Osher's mother, Iris Twito,
wailed on Channel 2 TV. "How
can he play now with no leg?"
Over the weekend, with
growing defiance and confidence, Hamas militants called
on Israelis to flee from border
towns as the rockets rained
down. The two brothers were
wounded Saturday night when
a rocket exploded next to them
in Sderot. one of dozens that hit
in and near the town of 20,000
less half a mile from the fence
around Gaza.
The boy's serious injury gal-

vanized Israeli outrage.
"We must take a neighborhood in Gaza and wipe it off the
map." Cabinet Minister Meir
Sheetrit said after warning citizens to flee.
At nightfall, about 20 Israeli
army vehicles rolled into
northern Gaza, where most of
the rockets are fired, witnesses said. The military called
the operation "routine." In
an exchange of gunfire at the
border, a Palestinian militant
was killed.
Late yesterday. Palestinians
fired a rocket at Israel, only the
second of the day, compared to
dozens in the previous days.
In a public statement at the
beginning of the weekly Israeli
Cabinet meeting, Olmert said ^
the surge in Palestinian rocket S
attacks is a response to Israel's >
own militarystrikes. I leclaimed
200 (iaza militants have been
killed in recent months "as a
result of initiated, aggressive,
planned and comprehensive
activity" by the Israeli military
and security.
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PROTESTS: Residents of Sderot, Israel, demonstrate in front of Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmett's office in Jeruul
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1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

LAST CALL!

Student Housing

Early Childhood Education,
Middle Childhood Education

meccabg.com

Adolescent Young Adult Education students

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

IF YOU WISH TO COMPLETE YOUR
METHODS SEMESTER FALL 2008,
YOU MUST SIGN-UP IN THE
SCHOOL OF TEACHING AND
LEARNING OFFICE LOCATED IN
529 EDUCATION BUILDING BY:
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5:00 P.M. THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 14,2008

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY THE LAST DAY!!!

Going Fast!

"Home away from Home"

NO EXCEPTIONS! & NO EXCUSES!

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

***PLEASE PASS THIS MESSAGE ON TO EVERYONE YOU KNOW
WHO IS AN EDUCATION MAJOR.

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com
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2 Bedroom Duplexes
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•316 Ridge St. Front - $745
• 224 Troup St. - $575
•201 Georgia - S525
• 730 Elm St. - $620
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SIDELINES

Another
entertaining
battle of 1-75
By Colin Wil.on
Reporter

since he got here as a freshman,"
said BCi forward Nate Miller, who
led the Falcons with 21 points, 11
rebounds and five assists. "When
he goes to the hole lie goes strong."
Moten and Polk gave BCi a 213 advantage in bench points. The
two combined to shoot 8-12 from
the floor iuid were able to grab nine
rebounds between them, Polk also
added four blocks on the defensive

It was a classic episode in the
men's basketball version of the
Rivalry of Interstate 75. The
players jawed at one another.
Fans did the same. The cities'
mayors even got in on the action
at halftime with a free throw
shooting competition.
The game wasn't too bad
either. After trading leads early,
BG turned a 20-18 lead into a
35-23 advantage at halftime.
Anderson Arena was rocking.
Then, like any battered rival,
Toledo got off the mat and fought
back. The shorthanded Rockets
got as close as two points.
But the home team fed off
the crowd and stayed ahead. A
thunderous dunk from Otis Polk
served as an early exclamation
point for the Falcons. A steal and
a layup by Nate Miller underlined a well-fought victory over
a well-established foe.
"It's always good to beat your
rival," said BG forward Nate
Miller. "You get bragging rights
for a year."
BGpointguardloeJakubowski
grew up right between the two
schools in Rossford, Ohio. He
was plenty familiar with what
the game means to the area.
"I've been around it my whole
life," lakubowski said. "1 know
it's really intense and has a long
history so I'm just excited to be
a part of it."
It didn't take him long to grow
accustomed to it. He hit a threepointer on BG's first possession
to open the scoring.
lakubowski finished with
seven points.
The 2,356 in attendance did
their part. The crowds for both
sides were active all game long.
Toledo forward lerrah Young
said it didn't get his team down
when fans jeered, but it was
harder to hear play calls.
"We've been in tough environments," said Toledo coach Stan
loplin. "You can't get emotionally drunk. You just have to keep
a level head about yourself."
Many people take the Rivalry
of Interstate 75 seriously.
Apparently the coaches of
BCi and Toledo feel that it's just
another game.
"I think that's more of a media
thing," loplin said. "In basketball it's a little different."
Different compared to football? Maybe. Gregg Brandon
wears his "Beat Toledo" Tshirt around the stadium the
whole week leading up to the
football showdown.
Louis Orr appreciates the

See HEN] Page 7
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FOOTBALL
Vikings rookie
Peterson shines in
Pro Bowl
Adrian Peterson rushed for
129 yards and two
touchdowns in the NFC's
comeback 42-30 victory over
the AFC in yesterday's Pro
Bowl. Peterson was named
MVP of the game.
Page 7

BASKETBALL
Hoosiers get
the best of the
Buckeyes
Led by strong performances
by Eric Gordon and D.J.
White. Indiana was able to
beat Ohio State 59-53 at
Value City Arena yesterday.
White had 21 points and 13
rebounds in the road win.
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Take a look at The BG News
Sports Blog to get updates
and inside information on all
of your favorite BG teams.
Also, be sure to check out the
blog for live updates

ENOCHWU

TO THE HOLE: BG center Oils Polk rises up lo the basket during yesterdays win ovei Toledo.

■•••
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during hockey and men's and
women's basketball games
this season.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1990-James "Buster"
Douglas KOs Mike Tyson to
win the heavyweight boxing
title.
1984-Wayne Gretzky sets
the NHL short-handed season
scoring record at 11 goals.
1973—The Philadelphia
76ers lose their 20th game in

Falcons blast Toledo
Polk Moten score 13 late points, lead way to 69-58 victory
By Bill Bordawick
Assistant Sports Editor

lliu lead thai had Ixt'ii as large
as 15 had been ml lo two and
the Falcons needed a change in
momentum fast
Enter Brian Moten and Otis I "oik
off the bench and the rest is history.
After Toledo closed to within
two poinls at 50-40, the two I alt on
reserves took over the game scoring 13 of the final 19 Falcon poinls.
"You can only stan five gn\s but

that doesn't mean that giiys like
Moten and folk aren't as vital as
the guys who start the game," BCi
coach Ixiiiis Orr said, "lliey can
really r.iise the level of play."
Polk may have made the biggest
contribution of all by providing the
crowd with a rim-rattling dunk that
energized the Falcon faithful io the
highest decibels.
folk's dunk was especially gratifying after lie missed two easy
layups earlier in the game.
"I was kind of wailing around

and decided to go and they collapse." fit; guard loe lakubowski
said on how the l\>Ik dunk VMS set
up. "I saw O on the baseline and he
cocked it back pretty far and it was
pretty nice."
Driven liy Moten and Hulk's scoring down the stretch, the Falcons
were able to out-score the Rockets
19-7 following a lerrah Young layup that sliced the lalcon advantage
to two with eight minutes to go in
the game
"Otis has gotten beds and better

a row.
1949—Willie Pep
recaptures the world feather-

Second half surge
BG win over

weight boxing title.

The List
Last week, we shed light on
some pretty bad NBA trades.

By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

Today, we're listing five of the
NBAs better trades,
historically.
1.2008: The Lakers get
Pau Gasol from the Grizzlies
for Kwame Brown, Javaris
Crittenton, Aaron McKie.
Marc Gasol and two draft
picks.
2. 2006: Allen Iverson
goes to Denver in exchange
for Andre Miller. Joe Smith
and two picks.

ANDYSHArtRI lHEK,NtWS

SURROUNDED: Junior defenseman Tim Mawrell tries to operate with the puck m between two Alaska players.

3.2004: The Pistons
acquire Rasheed Wallace and
Mike James in a three-team
deal.
4.1995: The Rockets
trade Otis Thorpe and
Marcelo Nicola for Clyde
Drexler.

5.1965:The76ers
get Wilt Chamberlain for
three players and cash.
Chamberlain was the game's
best player at the time.

Hockey splits home series with Alaska
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

While there's still some time left
in the season, there's no doubt
that the Falcon hockey team
failed to capitalize on a playofflike opportunity this weekend.
BG (14-14-0 overall, 11-110 CCHA) split a home series
with Alaska (8-16-4, 7-13-3),
winning 4-2 on Friday night

but falling 3-2 Saturday at the crushing hit to former teammate
BGSU Ice Arena. After Friday's Ryan Hohl on the first shift, and
win, the Falcons were knot- that gave the Falcons the confited with Nebraska-Omaha dence they needed.
for fifth-place in the Central
Derek Whitmore took a feed
Collegiate Hockey Association from Dan Sexton in front of
as Ohio State managed to tie Alaska's crease and put it past
the Mavericks and keep them goalie Wylie Rogers at 2:21 of the
from getting two points.
first period. As he has done many
Friday's win came mainly after
BG set the tone very early on in
See HOCKEY | Page 8
the game. Kai Kantola delivered a

It's usually not a good sign when
a head coach has to pull out all
five of the team's starters just
one minute into the second half.
This was the case for Northern
Illinois coach Carol Owens who
subbed Five bench players in for
her starters after the BG women's basketball team erupted for
a 10-0 run to begin the second
half of play.
"|Itwas| probably our best four
minutes of basketball coming
out of half time all year home
or away, that really early put
away this game for us for a great
home victory," said BG coach
Curt Miller, whose team went
onto claim a decisive 85-65 victory over the Huskies.
Up 41-31 at halftime, the
Falcons built upon their lead,
pacing NIU by as many as 27
points and holding the team
scoreless for the first three
and a half minutes of secondhalf play.
Chalking up her career high
for BG was Tara Breske, who had
23 points, including 17 in the
first half, tagged onto her nine
rebounds on the day.
"As I said all year when she is

ENOCHWU l THE BG NEWS

JUMPER: BG forward Lauren Prochaska
raises up for a jump shot against NIU.

good, we're tough to beat and
she was fantastic today," Miller
said in noting Breske's play.
Expecting an always physical and aggressive game from
Northern, Miller challenged his
See WOMEN | Page 7
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NFC wins Pro Bowl behind Petersons stellar game
By B«rry Wlln.r
The Associated Press

HONOLULU — Adrian Peterson
stood in front of the car heU just
won as MVP of the Pro Bowl He
wiggled the keys, leaned against the
red roof and soaked in the acdaim.
Quite a way to finish off a rookie
season.
Peterson ran for 129 yards and
two touchdowns, and Terrell
Owens made up for early sloppiness with two TD receptions in the
NFC's 42-30 comeback victory over
the AFC yesterday.
■
Offensive Rookie of the Year
Peterson's performance was the
first of more than 100 yards since
Marshall Faulk had 180 and Chris
Warren added 127 in 1995. The
Minnesota running back joined
Faulk as the only rookies to be
voted MVP of the Pro BowL
"Good company," Peterson said.
"We didn't get into the playoffs, so
for me to come here and do this at
PAULSAKUMA | AP PHOTO
the Pro Bowl means a lot.
"I came with a goal: win the game KING FOR A DAY: Minnesota Vikings tunning back Adrian Peterson celebrates after being named MVP of the NFL Pro Bowl
and be MVP/'
you finish," Owens said.
And the car?
"He's like lightning in a bottle. There's
"That's old hat," added Romo,
"I'm going to keep it," Peterson
who had to scramble away from
said, smiling
probably
a
handful
of
guys
that
you
could
a big pass rush before finding TO
(Evens'6-yard catch fromTampa
"We've done that before."
Bay's leff Garcia provided the winsay
that
has
it
all.
And
he's
got
that.
He's
NFC players won $40,000, which
ning points, and Owens knew the
Owens said made the trip to the
new ride amid have been sitting in
got a little attitude in him."
islands even better.
his driveway. Then Peterson added
"Hopefully they'll continue
a clinching 6-yard touchdown run
John Lyncl | Denver satc-ty
to play it over here and we will
to steel die wheels.
"It didn't surprise me," said down the left sideline for a 28-27 to the delight of the sellout crowd continue to make some highlight
Owens, who finished with eight NFC lead early in the third quarter, of 50,044 at Aloha Stadium. There plays," he said.
The 48 first-half points tied the
catches for 101 yards in a game that lour AFC defenders missed him was a fake punt, a throwback kickoff return and a handful of fourth- Pro Bowl record for the first two
often resembled flag football on on that touchdown.
periods. The only punt of the half
"Hes like lightning in a bottle," down gambles.
the beach. "He'll be in Minnesota
his whole life and buying a lot of Denver safety John Lynch said.
One of those was a 34-yard pass turned into a fake and an 11 -yard
"Theres probably a handful of guys to Owens from fellow Cowboy Tony completion from San Francisco's
fur coats."
Peterson grew up in Texas, so that you could say that has it all Romo that sparked the comeback. Andy \ce to Minnesota fullback
the 1 lawaiian weather was more And he's got that Hes got a little Before that huge play, Owens had a Tony Richardson. After Peterson
gained 24 yards on two plays,
pair of ugly drops that drew boos.
to his taste than tile frigid upper attitude to him.
He quickly turned them into Romo threw to Larry Fitzgerald,
"Hes going to wreak havoc in this
Midwest I le liad several highlight
runs, particularly a 39-yaider on league lor a long time."
who dived across the goal line to
cheers.
"It's not how you start, it's how tie it at 7.
Neither side held back the tricks,
one TD drive, arid a 17-yard jaunt

MEN
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end.
"I think we scouted him pretty
well," said Toledo center lerrah
Young of Polks play. "He played
pretty good defense."
11 u' final scoreboard was not the
only place where BG held a sizeable vanning margin.
BG was able to control the
rebounding tally all night, which
resulted in 15 more rebounds —
39-24 in favor of the Falcons.
To put that in perspective,
BG forwards Nate Miller and

BATTLE
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rivalry, but won't ever place the
Toledo game higher than any
other game.
"As a coach you've got enough
emphasis just trying to win
games," he said after the game.
"If you have to ask your kids
to play harder when you play
Toledo than when you play
Central Michigan then you
have issues."
It wasn't necessarily what
anyone wanted to hear at the
press conference. Media members tried to ask the same question five different ways, but Orr
had the same answer.
"If you look at the body of work
your final record will not havean

"Holding teams under 40 IperChris Knight had 21 rebounds
centl is a great stat," Orr said.
combined.
A big concern for the Falcons
"They hit the boards and I
thought we were kind of a step coming into the game was how
late." said Toledo coach Stan (oplin. they would contain Tyrone Kent
"We're battling, we're shorthandcd — the leading scorer in the MAC
— our players get a little frustrated with 17 points per game.
Kent may have finished just two
because of the situation."
BG also played superior points below his average with 15
defense and forced the Rockets points, but the Falcons made him
into 35 percent shooting — the work for everything
The Rocket guard was only able
Falcons, meanwhile, shot 54
percent themselves.
to make five of his 20 attempted
II ie Rockets' chilly shooting was shots on the night BG's defense
a warm welcome for the Falcons forced Kent into jacking up 12
after the team gave up over 40 three-pointers while only allowing
percent shooting to the opposition him to make three.
in the previous two games.
T thought on the ball, we did

asterisk by it," Orr said. "You're
not going to have an extra two
or three wins for beating Toledo
or vice versa. It doesn't count
any more or any less.
"People have to realize that
you coach to win every game,"
he added.
The game snapped a threegame losing streak against the
Rockets for BG. The all-time
series is now at 82-75 in favor
of Toledo.
BG mayor John Quinn won
the free throw shooting contest
4-3 over Toledo mayor Carty
Finkbeiner. The mayors had to
make as many free throws as
possible in30 seconds. Quinn is
now 2-for-3 in friendly bets with
other schools.
Toledo will have to fly a BGSU
flag at city hall for one week.

HOUSES! HOU SES! HOUSES!
Starting as low as $ 1,200 mo.+ utilities
• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 4 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

2 lull baths*
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
£t ^I^^LOccupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks Irom campus! •

1 l 1 M

Bring in this ad and recieve 50% off your
Security Deposit now through Feb. 15,2008.

419.352.0717
tvivw. greenbriarrentals. com
GREENBRIAR, INC.

a pretty good job of containing |Kent's| dribble penetration,"
Orr said.
Another statistical victory for
BG came in the paint. The Falcons
dominated the inside en route to
40 points from the painted area.
Toledo was under-sized and they
were held to just 14 points in that
same area—BG's plan of making
the Rockets pay for their lack of
size worked.
The Falcons will look to put
together consecutive quality
performances on Wednesday
as they travel to Ypsilanti,
Mich., to take on the Eagles of
Eastern Michigan.
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"As I said all year,
when [Breskes]
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players to overcome—and over- good, we're tough to
come is what they did.
Dominating in points in the
beat and she was
paint 40-22, BG also got a large
contribution from its bench,
fantastic today."
which gave the team a boost
down the stretch.
Curt Miller I Coach
len Uhl, first off the bench,
made her presence known, dropping in 13 points in 23 minutes
"The last two games at home
of play, accounting for much of were losses and it's about time
the 27-15 advantage held by BG we got back to business and
in bench scoring.
showed them it's our house and
"I think we are playing with we win here and it's our tradithe confidence we had before tion," Breske said.
we lost those games ... I think
Coming into the game, BG
our defense has just picked up a was playing down as both Kate
ton and we are definitely back to Achter and Crystal Murdaugh,
where we were," Uhl said.
described by Miller as the team's
"Those games," to which Uhl "two warriors" this season, were
is referring to, was a three-gam- not 100 percent.
ing losing streak suffered by the
Responding to this, two other
Falcons against Miami, Ball players, I.indsey Goldsberry and
State and Western Michigan in I.auren Prochaska, stepped up
lanuary.
and turned in double-digit perBreske agreed, noting that formances to complement the
Saturday's victory was as much play of Breske and Uhl.
of a moral victory as it was
With the win, the Falcons have
another tally in the win column moved into a tie for first place in
the MAC East Division.
for her team.
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No. 14 Indiana bests Ohio State on the road The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR
brouaht
vou bv
brought to you
by LX/-\VV^ I 1
By Rusty MilUr

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Indiana coach
Kelvin Sampson has grown lired
of ihe shols critics are lobbing al
his program for a soft schedule.
"If this isn't a quality win, then
we may not get any," a smiling
Sampson said after DJ. White
Scored 21 points and had 13
rebounds and Eric Gordon hit a
number of big shots to lead the
llth-ranked lloosiers past Ohio

jfeam 59-53 yesterday.
It was the first signature win
for the lloosiers (20-3, 9-1 Big
Ten) — much maligned by IV
analysts for playing a light schedule —against a team higher than
No. 49 in the Rl'l ratings I he
Buckeyes (16-8, 7-4) came in at
No. 32.
The lloosiers took their cue
from White, who set the tone
inside at both ends.
"I lead by example, basically,"

White said after his 18th doubledouble this season. "All you can
do is go out, play hard and hope
t hey can follow you."
Gordon finished with 1!> points,
hitting four free throws In the
final minute to keep Ohio State at
bay. He cited Thursday night's&379 double-overtime winat Illinois
and t he victory over the Buckeyes
lor signs that the lloosiers are
peaking at the right time.
"We're improving," he said.
The win at Illinois was a big win
lor us. lb come here against a
good Ohio State team and win,
that's also a good win."
Jordan Crawford contributed
seven assists without a turnover and also had six rebounds
to go with eight |X)ints for the
1 loosiers, who won their third in
a row and remained in a tie for
TERBYGILLtAM
the conference lead.
KostaKoufoshad lBpointsand
ON THE BREAK: Indiana lieshman Eric
nine rebounds for the Buckeyes,
Gordon drives past OSUs David LigHty.
and Ion Diebler added 14 points.

^
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"I give credit to Bowling Green. They came
out and scored the first goal and I would
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times this season. BG's tri cap
lain opened the door for his
teammates to get rolling with
the all-important first goal of
the game.
DelCastillo I
"I give credit to Bowling Green,"
that a 4-on-4 situation was endcoach Doc DelCastillo said after
ing. The sticksnapped in halfand
histeam'slosspriday "They came
a few seconds later John Mazzei
out and scored the first goal and
snapped a shot in that Rogers
I would say the first two periods
otherwise may have been able
they wanted it more than we did
to stop.
and that's why tin y won it."
Kai Kantola collected the puck
In the second period, David
on the Alaskan doorstep and
Solway ended the falcons' dreadswept it into the net at 13:05 of
fully long power play drought at
l he second for BG's second power
1:11 with a point-blank shot to
play goalof the game.
make it 2-0.The man-advantage
Not exactly a case of when it
marker was especially impresrains, it pours, but the falcons
sive considering Alaska gives up
gladly took both PP goals just
very few penalties in general.
the same.
"I don't know if you guys felt
Kantola's goal was built off ol a
this, hut there was a huge colcertain toughness around the net
lective sigh on the bench when
on Friday by the falcons, somethat goal went in," BG coach Scott
thing they had been lacking in
Much Bald to reporters alter the
previous showings. After punchwin. "It was actually one of the
ing the puck home, he took a
few comic moments you haw in
hit from an Alaskan player and
the middle ol a hockey game and
was knocked to the ice. Kantola
it was kind of what we thought
was about to fight back when he
would have to happen."
was mobbed by his teammates
"I think the puck went off of two
in celebration.
bodies before it actually went in."
The Raleigh, NC. native later
The Nanooks cut the lead In
got in a bit of a scrum with forhalf two minutes and 46 seconds
mer Falcon llohl, hut admitted
later on a Ryan Muspratt goal
after the game it was simply the
past JimmySprait. but that would
emotion of the hockey game
be the last time that I'riday was a
coming out.
one-goal game.
"I lohlsy's just playing hard and
"There were a li it < if loose pucks
I play hard as well," Kantola said.
tonight that they got to and buri ied when they had opportuni- "We m ight butt heads or whatever,
but no big deal."
ties," Delcastillo said on I'riday.
The Falcons did not come out
"They established the lead early
playing nearly as hard the next
and kept it the whole game."
A bad break befell the Nanooks night, and that led to them being
unable to hold on to their fifthat 9:59 of the second when Wylie
place conference tie. UNO sent
Rogers was tapping his stick on
Ohio State home with a 5-2 loss
the ice to alert his teammates
and sent themselves into next
week with sole possession of
fifth once again.
Alaska claimed the first goal
of the game just 27 seconds in
when Landon Novotney put a

say the first two periods they wanted it

more than we did and that's why they won."
Alaska head coach
wrister from the slot over goalie
Nick lino's right shoulder. Tyler
Eckfbrd got his 20th assist of the
season on that goal which caused
even the opposing coach to dish
out praise after the game.
"I'm not quite sure that there's
as good an offensive defenseman
in college hockey as Eckford,"
Paluch said. "I love his poise out
there and there's a reason he has

26 points."
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Brooklynese pronoun
Shoo!
Web master?
Greek letter
Playboy Hetner
Former Spanish coin
Fire Yogi?
Finally!
Needlefish
Groupies
Dumbo's wing
Ply with food
and drink
Garage in
a mausoleum?
Up to this
time, once
Saint- _. France
"Rigoletto" composer
Pucker-inducing
Long time
Small stream
by a hotel?
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Three minutes later Derek
Whitmore tried to get his team
back in it by scoring the first
Falcon goal of the night with
a filthy little move behind the
Nanook net. I le skated back-andforth lx*hind the net, spraying
a pursuing Novotney with ice
chips several times before finally
emerging to the left of the creaseto roof the pink.
"That's a pretty special type
of offensive play right there,"
Paluch said. T mean that doesn't
happen a lot against pretty good
players. To tx' able sweep back
and have the wherewithal to
go top shelf, all in one motion,
against a good goalie — I think
that's a big time play."
However, the Falcons lacked
any other spark like Whitmore's
for the rest of the game.
Dion Knelsen's scored his 10th
Nanook goal of the season at
18:40 of the second and Adam
Naglich added an empty netter in the game's final minute
before his team began their
journey home.
All 3,712 miles of it.

MTV SPRING BREAK
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com

www.homecitylce.com

FREE SPRING

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

MODEL SEARCH
*VALID FOR FIRST

BREAK

CALENDAR

1000 RESERVATIONS.

SAVE A LIFE.
RECEIVE MONEY.
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22
24
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12th of 12
Cuno shelves
Boss
That woman
Time restriction
Indian tourist mecca
Part of TGIF
Fat farm
"Great" czar
Makes others wait
Larry Finnegan
1962 hit
UFO personnel
Maze runner
Chastain of soccer
Spanish wine
Goose the gas
Pork cut
Aleutian island
Numnro _
Chess pieces
Deadly fly
Like pocket diets.
Scruff ol the neck
At the home of
Japanese martial art
Wall St. worker
New in Berlin

Plus
Ethereal
Spanish speech?
Adjust anew
Go oft the track
Harasser of
a perfectly
illuminated sage?
Missouri mountains
Pal ot Pierre
Sunhse direction
Sock end
Discordancies
Timid diarist Frank?
Bug
Caffeine nut
Moray
Miscellaneous
Kennel plaint
NFL scores

42 Jean Arp or
Man Ray
45 British title
46 Equated
47 Sharpton and
Gore
49 Woman in
distress
50 Each
51 I'm all ears!
53 Tasteless
57 Oxford, e.g.
59 Take-away game
60 John's Yoko
61 Pig's place
63 Big fat mouth
64 Golfer Ernie
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(S6wiww.aacor.net
or call 419.352.3568
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

619 W«« woiisirr Bawling Grain

Steve Vanoosten registered his
first goal of the season at 1:17 of
the second period to build a 2-0
Alaskan lead as BG had done the

night before.
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For Rent

Help Wanted

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will nol knowingly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or
group on Ihe basis of race. wx. color, creed.
r.'ligion, national origin, sexual orientation,
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other legally protected statuv
The BG News reserve1, the right to decline,
discontinue or n-vfse any advertisement
siiib as ibOH found 10 DC defamatory, lacking in fnctual basis, misleading or false in
nature All advertisements are subject to
editing and approval.

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
American Gladiator Mondays
8-9pm
All Pints $2 7 - 11pm

Wanted
Summer subleaser needed.
810 5th St #8 2 large bdrm.
1 5 baths, Balcony. S237/m
Call (4191438-3953

Help Wanted

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
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IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Home viiiter 1-Senecji and Wood
Countlejt_WSOS Community Action Commission, a community
based organization focused on the
human service needs ol the disadvantaged, is seeking a qualified individual to provide home-base services as an adult educator to assigned family caseloads in compliance with performance standards, licensing requirements, and policies
and procedures. Required high
school diploma or GED and ability to
obtain CDA within two years of meeting the professional development requirements. One to three years expenence in early childhood development; up to one-year experience with
word processing, spreadsheet. Internet, and database software Year
Round. Full Time, $8 75/hr. Send resume by February 22. 2008, to
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR-HVI/SW/AM,
PO Box 590, Fremont. Ohio 43420.
Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/Vet/
Disab.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
A SUMMER UNLIKE ANY OTHER!
CAMP CANADENSIS, a co-ed resident camp in the Pocono Mountains
of PA. seeks General Bunk Counselors, Athletic, Waterfront, Outdoor Adventure, and Art Specialists. Join our
stall from around the US. and
abroad and have the experience ol a
lifetime! Good salary and travel allowance Internships encouraged
We will be on campus Friday. February 15 To schedule a meeting or
for more into,
call toll-free 800-832-8228.
visit www.canadensis com or
email intoOcanadensis com.
Part-time web server work. $200
per month, tor average ot 10-15
hours of work per month. Online
work, so hours and where you work
from are up to you. Must be comfortable with Linux and Plesk. Please respond to HRDept@nwosbs.com
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports Great summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply:
campcedar com
Undercover shoppers earn up to
SI 50 per day. Undercover shoppers
needed lo fudge retail & dining
establishments. Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com

For Sale
Two 6 siring guitars, a half stack &
an effects processor pedal All works
& in great conditon Best offer.
(4191822-4959, ask lor Bob
For Rent
•,3 bdrm. available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August.
For more info call 419-354-9470
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440 tutll.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$945 ♦ ulil
613 5th - 3 BR House
$795 + ulil
609 5th - 3 BR House
$900 ♦ util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

"08-09 S Y Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm
1,2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August 08, 1 yr lease
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110.
2 bedrm 404 1/2 S College. S675
per mo. plus utilities. AC, WD.
Avail Aug (419)352-6948
3 &4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bedrm 404 S College $650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug
419-352-4850
3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525
4 Bdrm, 3 Bath. Basement
144 S Summit Aug-Aug lease
S1250/ m, call Patsy 419-308-4564
854 8th St 1 bdrm , lull kitchen, lots
01 parking $410 mo & elec No pets
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
Buckeye Studio*
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeyeinnandstudios com
CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Free Heat & Water Pet Friendly!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1Ig 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
HOUSE 2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 249 Marville 4 bdrm, 2 bath.
A/C,W/D, gxrod cond 419-352-9392
HOUSE FOR RENT
July. 3-4 bedroom $1000/month
419-308-9905
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www.bgapartments.com
LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 1 block trom campus 239
Manville, 3 bdrm . 1 bath, good cond.
$675 mo. (419)352-9392
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354*036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Donating plasma at BioLife Plasma Services
can save a life and pay you back.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Receive up to $240 per rhonth, and tor a
limited time, bring the Bonus Coupon to
your first donation lor an extra $5.

■strw^ iCfiua I960

BioLife

32 Rooms Ruailable!!
Use your package al any ol our locations

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT 419.425.8680

BONUS COUPON
■ « MR* DON '"' MU

'THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster
419-352-3586

S bads, 1 booth
closest to campus

> SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available
*THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Mam
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed
TanningCenterBG.com

HEW CUSTOMER SPCCIALS
■ ONE TIME PURCHASE •

1 Week Free
M

2 WttTTS FOR S5

Ona Standard ■ OnaPrarnlisii

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CALl FOB DETAILS*
cntat can] i-BQwad ■ 3 m
llr (MM

Ivywood,,,
1V? Blocks From Campus I
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
/love in February or March and receive
JIOO off your first month's rent!

in, P«I
41S-3K-7M1

UHO
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